Elvis Costello rocks it
out for a nearly sold-out
crowd Monday night.
Cloudy High 627
Low 43'^
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Peter Kline’s swimming
background pays off in
the pool.
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Hurlbutt remembered as more than an infectious smiie
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Famiiy and friends of iate industriai engineering junior Matthew Hurlbutt attended a memorial service in Philips Hall at the C^hristopher Cohan Performing Arts Center Tuesday morning. Hurlbutt’s photo
was displayed on a projector behind a podium where speakers talked about Hurlbutt’s personality, shared memories and mourned his loss.

Alex Kacik
A L L X .K A C IK ^ ^ G M A IL .C O M

“I’ve never experienced a (more)
heart-wrenching pain. I was more
prepared to lose my grandparents,
but you are never ready to lose your

best friend,” said Brad I'aylor, M at
thew Hurlbutt’s roommate, speak
ing about the loss o f his friend.
l ife can be captured in a smile.
According to family and friends at
Hurlbutt s memorial at Philips Hall
Christopher Cohen Perform

ing Arts Center Tuesday morning,
his smile did just that.
“You are the kind o f person
that touches people in a way that
impacts them their whole lives,” a
friend wrote on Hurlbutt’s Facebook wall. “You could walk into a

New master’s program awaits approval
Alexandria Scott
A SCO TTO S ie X JtLP O lY .tlH J

Cial Poly’s Fire Protection F.ngineering
(FPFi) will be the only ma.ster’s program
of its kind on the West Qiast, and the
third such program in the nation.
With the approval of the (3SU
chancellor and the Western Associa
tion of vSchotils and CTilleges, FPF, will
be offered through the College of Flngineering staning fall quarter 2010.
It’s a 45-credit program like all oth
er master’s programs at ('.al Poly, FPF,
acting director and visiting professor
Fred Mowrer said.
“This interdisciplinary program is
unique because all of the courses will
be offered both on campus and on
line,” he said.
FPF is in high demand, said Wil
liam Durgin, an aerospace engineering
professtir and university executive for
research and external support.
“Fire protection engineers who
come from the Flast C'xiast to the West
don’t stay for very long.” he said. “Stu
dents who train with C,al Poly will most
likely stay and work in the west.”
Ihe number of open positions for
fire protection engineers in C^alifornia

alone is 600, he said
. “(Timpanies that need fire protec
tion engineers are hiring mechani
cal and civil engineers and do on-site
training with them," he said.
FPF will have three different tracks,
he said. Fundamentals, dealing with
the physics and chemistry o f fire, along
w'ith the simulation o f fire in buildings
and flammable materials. An applica
tions track, which covers the design
o f different fire protection systems,
system analysis design, forest and fire
protection as well as an electives track.
In tradition of C',al Poly’s ‘learn by
doing’ approach, FPE students will
adopt a fairly complicated building on
or off campus and do an analysis o f the
fire safety, he said.
“Students will know how people
get in and out a building, how fires
develop within the building, and how
the building will survive the fire," he
said.
(^1 Poly FPE wants to research the
propagation o f wild fires into urban
areas, Durgin said.
“We have no research being done
and we don’t know how to design ef
fectively,” he said. “If we learn how to
develop interface, where the forest ends

and buildings begin, we could help
tremendously on how to control the
spread o f fires into urban areas.”
Fire protection engineers main
employers are consulting firms who
do work with architects and govern
ment agencies, Mowrer said.
“I’d like to see a lot of graduates
work in fire departments,” he said.
“They’ve had a hard time hiring them
because there hasn’t been enough
engineers. We will graduate more
people and the fire departments can
compete to hire them.”
There are a host of feeder pro
grams that provide a solid back
ground for FPE, Durgin said.
“Civil or mechanical engineers
are the main bachelor’s programs,” he
said. “Indastrial and manufacturing,
electrical and aerospace engineering
are all acceptable. As well as .sciences
like chemistry and physics.”
According to the .schtxils on the
E,ast Coast, the average income for
fire protection engineers is $60 to
70,000, Mowrer .said.
Worcester Polytechnic Institute,
Ma.ssachusetts and University of
Maryland are the only other schools
in the nation with FPE.

room and make everyone smile by
just being around them ... I believe
you came into my life for a short
time to show me what a truly beau
tiful person was.”
Before the proceedings began,
teary-eyed spectators dabbed their

faces with tissue, eyes fixed at Hurl
butt’s profile picture that portrayed
his infectious smile beneath reflec
tive aviator sunglasses. But laughter
overshadowed intermittent crying
throughout the memorial. Speakers
see M em orial, page 2

Obama’s nuclear summit
yields results he sought
Jonathan S. Landay and
Margaret Talev
M C C L A T C H Y NEWSPAPERS

W A SH IN G TO N — President
Barack Obama’s nuclear summit
o f 47 world leaders met two goals
as it ended Tuesday: reaching in
ternational consensus on the need
to keep weapons-grade nuclear
materials out o f the hands o f ter
rorists, and re-establishing U.S.
leadership on nonproliferation.
Several nations agreed to dis
pose of weapons-grade uranium,
end
plutonium
production,
tighten port security and other
voluntary steps. All participants
endorsed Obama’s call to secure
vulnerable nuclear materials in
four years, and agreed to seek
further cooperation even as they
stopped short o f any enforceable
international agreement.
“We have seized this opportu
nity,” Obama said in a news con
ference closing the summit. As
a result, he said, “the American

people will be safer, and the world
will be more secure.”
Obama conceded that when it
comes to enforcement, “we’re rely
ing on good will.”
The unanimous communique
expressed support for security
agreements “that will not infringe
upon the rights o f States to de
velop and utilize nuclear energy
for peaceful purposes and technol
ogy.” Representatives o f participat
ing countries plan to reconvene in
December for an update. Another
leaders’ summit is planned for 2012
in South Korea.
The gathering provided C^bama
an opportunity to recast how other
nations see the U.S. on nuclear is
sues, in contrast to the Bush ad
ministration, whose strategy had
included developing new nuclear
weapons and expanding circum 
stances under which they could be
used.
It al.so was a chance for Obama
to show U.S. voters another side
see Sum m it page 2
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Memorial
continued from page /

maintained an upbeat tone through
humorous anecdotes and the oc
casional joke because that is what
Murlbutt would’ve wanted, his sis
ter Katilin Hurlbutt, 24, said.
“Life has to go on; stay happy,”
she said. ‘We don’t want people to
be sad, we want it to be a celebra
tion.”
Hurlbutt’s friend Lucas Rossmerz organized the event. Ihe envi
ronmental management and protec
tion senior remembered Hurlbutt
introducing himself as if he already
knew him. “Do 1 know you?” Rossmerz asked as Hurlbutt sat in his fa
vorite recliner. “I’m your checker at
Albertsons,” Hurlbutt replied with
a smile.
“The phrase we would use for
Matt is ‘Do I know you?’ because
he was always so happy to see some
one he never met before,” said Tom
Holmgren, a fellow industrial engi
neering junior who scheduled every

Summit
continuedfrom page 1
o f him. The public’s impression
o f him could improve if they view
him as effectively exerting leader
ship on the world stage. Ih e sum
mit featured imagery o f Obama
surrounded by nearly four dozen
other world leaders at the largest
international conference since the
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class with Hurlbutt this cjuarter.
“He was always so welcoming; it
was unbelievable how someone you
just met could bring you into his
life so much. 1 guess that’s his legacy
— touching people and changing
their lives.”
Taylor, a former industrial tech
nology student, spoke next — nar
rating a story that proved Hurlbutt
was a ladies man. It was Taylor’s
junior year o f high school when
he began a relationship with a new
girlfriend. Hurlbutt bumped into
him in the halls and shook I ’aylor’s
hand. He immediately turned to
Taylor’s new girlfriend and gave her
the most “ridiculous hug” he had
ever seen. She loved him.
“He liked to flirt with all the girls
I liked flirting with,” Taylor joked.
W hat impressed Taylor was
Hurlbutt’s resiliency after a mutual
close friend died from cancer sev
eral years ago.
“After three days o f mourning, I
can’t recall a day that Matt wasn’t
getting happier,” he said.
Hurlbutt was the epitome o f
selflessness, Taylor added.

“He was there tor me every day,
it I was hungry or ran out ot money
tor that week he would help me
out,” he said. “He was such a happy
guy and spread so much good en
ergy, 1 teel like I’m exploding with
love and compassion. I’ve rekindled
relationships that I’ve lost since
his death. So many positive things
coming from his death, it’s incred
ible, you know he’s watching over
me somewhere.”
The 20-year-old industrial tech
nology junior was struck by a Toyo
ta Tacoma while walking on the 101
Highway near the Santa Rosa Street
exit April 4. In a press release, C H P
Investigating Officer Victor San
chez said the driver was going about
65 mph and could not avoid hitting
Hurlbutt. He was pronounced dead
on the scene. Rossmerz was one o f
the last people to see him at the bars
downtown.
“He basically drank too much;
it happens a lot,” Taylor said. “Ask
your friends, ‘When’s the last time
you blacked out?’ They will say, ‘I
don’t remember.’ You get disori
ented, you start calling girls, start

getting excited about the rest ot the
night and you forget to stop and
look both ways.”
Kaitlin Hurlbutt said there were
several dropped cell phone calls
throughout the night. Someone
would call and would ask, “Where
are you?” Hurlbutt replied, “I don’t
know where I am; I’m lost.”
“We’re guessing that’s prob
ably how it happened,” she said.
“He probably stumbled on and by
the time he realized what had hap
pened, it was too late.”
Rossmerz pleaded to students to
never walk across the freeway.
“Never (cross the freeway), ever,”
he said. “Tell their friends it is not
funny, it is not a rush, it is (stupid)
— especially if you are inebriated.”
Rossmerz is gathering signatures
for a petition to make public trans
portation run later, which he said
will help prevent future tragedies.
“Cab companies are under
cabbed, everyone knows this,” he
said. “It takes an hour so kids start
walking — we really need to make
it accessible.”
Additionally, San Luis Obispo

needs to provide lorms of alterna
tive entertainment to give C.al Poly
students more options, Rossmerz
said. He referenced a 1975 drug
and alcohol survey that states the
number one reason for drug and al
cohol use by Cal Poly students is a
lack o f alternative activities.
“We don’t have batting cages,
late night bowling; we don’t have
any alternative activities other than
to go the bars or to sit at home and
hope not to get a noise violation —
hope you don’t get a Drunk In Pub
lic,” Rossmerz said.
Several friends and family ad
mitted it was a difficult situation to
prevent.
Holmgren said people should
stay positive; remember Hurlbutt
with a smile. He had an aura about
him, once you entered his world,
nothing mattered, Holmgren said.
“He was like the light o f our
life,” Taylor said. “I feel like he
partly died for me so that I could
grow and be happier and learn from
his life. As short as it was, he ac
complished a lot and generated a lot
o f love.”

World War II era, and produced
results.
China said it will work with
the U.S. and Europeans on new
U .N . sanctions against Iran for its
nuclear program. Last week Obama
signed a new U.S.-Russia arms re
duction treaty.
Gary Samore, the arms control
and nonproliferation coordinator
for the National Security Council,
said o f all the agreements: “We used
the summit shamelessly as a forc

ing event to ask countries to bring
house gifts. Almost every country
came with something new.”
“This event has some political
dimension to it above and beyond
the actual content,” said Leonard
Spector, the deputy director o f the
James Martin Center for Nonpro
liferation Studies. “There’s a soli
darity, a recognition this is a prob
lem we all confront and we should
do our best.”
More than 2 ,0 0 0 tons o f pluto

nium and highly enriched uranium
for civilian and military use are in
dozens o f countries, summit docu
ments said, with 18 documented
cases o f theft or disappearance.
Obama said Tuesday that only an
apple-sized amount o f plutonium
in the hands o f terrorists could kill
or injure hundreds o f thousands o f
people. “Terrorist networks such as
al-Qaida have tried to acquire the
material for a nuclear weapon, and
if they ever succeeded, they would

surely use it,” Obama told partici
pants Tuesday. “Were they to do
so, it would be a catastrophe for
the world.”
The president described “a cruel
irony o f history” two decades after
the Cold War, in which “the risk o f
a nuclear confrontation between
nations has gone down, but the risk
o f nuclear attack has gone up.”
The nation o f Georgia disclosed
see Nuclear, page 4
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Lexus GX is a ‘Don’t Buy,’

Word on
the street

Consum er Reports sa ys
Problems grow

TOYOTA

''

Toyota has recalled more than 8.5 million vehicles in recent months
because of growing complaints about safety issues.
’06 Sept. National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (N H T SA )
opens investigation on reports
of “surging” in Cam rys: closes
investigation a year later

’

’07 M arch Toyota receives reports
about accelerator pedal glitch
in Tundra truck
Sept. Toyota recalls som e
Lexus and Cam ry models to
secure floor mat that could trap
g a s pedal, cause acceleration

•Qg Jan. N H T S A investigates
unintended acceleration in Toyota
Tacoma pickups: probe closed
in Aug. after no defect found
’09 ^ ^ 9 - 28 Off-duty Calif Highway
Patrol officer, family killed after
g a s pedal in Lexus
IS caught under floor mat

J a n 21 Toyata recalls 2.3
million vehicles to correct
separate problems that could
cause g a s pedal to stick

Feb. 3 N H T S A sa y s it has
received more than 100
complaints about brake
problems in Prius hybrids
Feb. 4 Toyota sa y s g a s pedal
recall could cost $2 billion; total
recall is 8.1 million; sa y s Prius
problem is software glitch;
N H T S A opens Prius probe

Nov. 4 N H T S A accuses
Toyota of providing owners
with "inaccurate and
misleading information”
about floor mat recall

Feb. 9 437,000 Priuses
recalled for brake problems;
N H T S A says it has received
complaints about steering
problems in Corollas

Nov. 25 Toyota recalls at
least 4 million vehicles to
reconfigure g a s pedals

Feb. 22 Federal prosecutors
open criminal investigation
into Toyota’s safety problems

I o s A N I. I I I S n .M K S

LOS AN('iKl,HS — At a time when
Toyota .Motor ( orp. is trying to re
gain consumer confidence after a
series c)f large recalls and federal in
vestigations into safety defects, C^insumer Reports on Tuesday warned
shoppers not to purchase one of the
■,ompany s upscale Texus models lx‘‘ ause of a rollover risk.
Ihe maga/ine, which for years h.is
recommended most Toyota vehicles,
said the Texus i ¡X i6() SUV failed a
key emergency-handling test and is
sued a rare "Don’t Ruv warning.
Ihe List time the Yonkers, N.Y.,
magazine, famous for its indepen
dent testing of aimis and huyer rec
ommendations, issued such a warn
ing was in 20UI, when it said that
the performance of a Mitsubishi
Montero Limited was “not accept
able.”
Ihe caution not to purchase the
Ix'xus (iX SUV comes as Toyota is
using aggressive financing and lease
incentives to spur sales o f its Toyotahranded vehicles and regain market
share lost to safety concerns. Ihe Jap
anese carmaker has issued nearly 10
million recall notices worldwide in
recent months for problems related
to sudden acceleration that it blames
on sticky gas pedals and faulty Hoormat design as well as braking prob
lems in some hybrid models.
I.ast week the U.S. Department
of Transportation said it would seek
the maximum civil fine of $16.4
million against Toyota for delays in
notifying authorities about defects in
its gas pedals.
Consumer Reptirts said that it
testing staff found that “when pushed
to its limits on a handling course” on
the magazine’s test track, the rear of
the Ix’xus CiX “slid out until the ve
hicle was almost sideways” before the
vehicle’s electronic stability control
system was able to regain control.
All four o f the magazine’s test drivers
experienced the problem.

V W hat did you hate aboutAhe fain?

Feb. 1 Toyota says it had
developed fix for sticking
g a s pedal; begins shipping
part to dealers

Feb. 5 Toyota C E O makes
first public appearance to
apologize for recall problems

Jerry Hirsch

•if

J a n 26 Toyota su sp e n d s sales;
halts production of eight
models due to g a s pedal
recall; tf e next day, adds 1.1
million to floor mat recall

Sept. 29 Toyota issue s recall
for 3.8 million vehicles due to
risk of g a s pedal becoming
caught under floor mat

e 2010 MCT
Source CNN, AP
Graphic JudyTreible_______
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j|,“Making the choice of changir^ o u r socks five tim es a day

“The gloomy sl^.“
.

-M ic h ^ Gaerclo/eeonomk^;..^;:. T ^il Alex Chenr economics
s o p h o m o r e - f r e e m a n

“That I can’t bicycle and that
the bottoms of my pants get
wet.“ .

-Erin Mellon.po//t/ca/ science
senior v
,

Feb. 23 C on gress begins
hearings on Toyota recalls

Ihe magazine said such a situ
ation could happen in “real-world
driving” and that it could lead to a
rollover accident.
Ihe phenomenon, known as “lift
off oversteer” could occur “when a
driver enters a highways exit ramp
or drives through a sweeping turn
and encounters an unexpected ob
stacle or suddenly finds that the turn
is too tight for the vehicle’s speed,”
CConsumer Reports said.
“A natural impulse is to quickly
lift off the accelerator pedal. If that
were to happen in the UX, the rear
could slide around far enough that a
wheel could strike a curb or slide off
the pavement,” ihe magazine said.
(x)nsumer Reports contacted
Toyota and was told in an e-mail re
sponse that the automaker was “mys
tified by the results of Consumer Re
ports testing on the Texus ciX 460.”
After the magazine issued its donot-buy warning, Toyota posted a
statement on its Web site saying it
was “concerned with the results o f
Consumer Reports testing on the
Lexus G X 460 and their suggested
buyer recommendation.”
Toyota said its engineers conduct
similar tests and believe “these pro
cedures provide a good indication
o f how our vehicles will perform in
the real world; however, we will try
to duplicate the Consumer Reports’
test to determine if appropriate steps
need to be taken.”
Ihe automaker said that the ve
hicle “meets or exceeds all federal
government testing requirements.”
Ihe report will “.scratch the scab”
starting to cover Toyota’s efforts to
shore up its brand name and image,
said James Bell, an analyst for auto
information company Kelley Blue
Book.
It “comes at time when many
within Toyota must have been
breathing at least a little easier,” he
said.
Recent tracking o f consumer atti
tudes by Kelley had found that safety
concerns about the Toyota

? “ Limited activities and it s sltppery. I am prosunshine.”

“I hate having to walk to class
and being soaking wet and
having to sit in a twohour
class.“

“The fact that I have to walk
so far.“

-David Curran, litteral studies
sophomore

-Erika Scott, business adminis
tration sophomore

•Caitlin Underhill, animal sci
ence fre e m a n

l
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Twitter to allow ads in
International popular search feeds

Briefs
State

National

SAN LU IS O B IS P O (M CT)
Ihc county’s largest employee asso
ciatit)!! has hired lormer Assistan
Clounty Administrator (iail Wilcos
on a contract basis to conduct ;i
job classification and compensa
tion survey. Kimm Daniels, genera
manager of the 1,4()0-member Sar
Luis Obispo C'ounty LmployeeJ
Association, declined to say ho\s
much Wilcox would be making
• • •

ARIZONA (M C T ) — Ihe Ari
zona legislature on luesday is ex
peered to pass a sweeping law rhai
would make illegal immigration i
state crime and require local police
to enforce it.
Proponents believe it is the sil
ver bullet that will drive hundred.«
of thousands of illegal immigrant:
from their state, while foes contenc
that the law virtually requires wide
spread racial profiling.
• • •

LO S A N G ELES (M C T )— I wt
students at (California State Univer
sity, Stanislaus, said luesday the\
found documents in a trash con
tainer outside an administratior
building relating to an upcoming
fundraising appearance by formei
Alaska Ciov. Sarah Palin, includin
arrangements for accommodations
security and “air travel for two be
tween Anchorage, Alaska, and the
event city.”
Ashli Briggs and Alicia Lewis
who previously had spoken oui
against the Palin visit, said the)
were informed of “suspicious activ
ity” taking place at the administra
tion building last Friday. Inside
they said, they found shreddec
and intact documents, including
some that appear to be parts of the
contract between the Washingtor
Speaker’s Bureau, which represent!
Palin, and the university founda
tion that is hosting her.

Nuclear
continuedfrom page 2
that Georgian authorities last month
presented an attempt by a criminal
gang to smuggle highly enriched
uranium.
“ Ihe C'leorgia Ministry of Interi
or has foiled eight attempts of illicit
trafficking of enriched uranium dur
ing the last 10 years, including several
cases of weapons grade enrichment,”
its statement said. “(Criminals assiK'iated with these attempts have been
detained. Ihe most recent ca.se of il
licit trafficking was an attempt that
failed o f highly enriched uranium in

TO K Y O (M CT) — japan’s
Fxonomy, Frade and Industry
Ministry has announced a strategy
that calls for boosting eco-friendly
vehicles’ share o f domestic new car
.sales to as high as 50 percent by
2020, from the current 9 percent.
Ihe ministry also aims to in
stall 2 million chargers in ordinary
hoicseholds for electric, hybrid and
other eco cars.
As measures to help achieve the
targets, it intends to consider offer
ing support, including tax breaks
and subsidies for people who buy
such vehicles.
Ihe ministry aims to increase
the combined market share o f such
gasoline vehicles and next-genera
tion vehicles to as high as 80 per
cent over the next decade.
•• •

NEW Y O R K (M C T ) — Ihe
Food and Drug Administratior
said 'luesday it is taking a long
expected step and phasing out the
production and sale o f asthma in
halers using chloroHuore)carbons a:
a propellant.
ChloroHuorocarbons, which i:
commonly kneiwn as (CF(Cs, were
once widely u.sed in a variety o
applications, especially as refriger
ants, because of their inertness, bu
they have been she)wn to damage
the FCarth’s ozone layer, which prei
tects life from the d4 inaging effect:
o f the sun’s ultraviolet rays. Mersi
uses t)f the chemicals have already
been abandoned. Medical device:
employing them arc among the Iasi
to be affected.
Ihe agency cautioned againsi
buying any of the banned product:
over the Internet because they arc
often mislabeled or do not cuntair
effective ingredients.
March this year.”
Ihc summit prt>duccd a number
of concrete agreements, including
a decision by Ukraine to dispose of
all of its estimated 90 kilograms of
highly enriched uranium by 2012,
and an accord under which the U.S.
and Canada will help Mexico con
vert a research reactor to lower en
riched fuel. Chile also has said it is
giving up highly enriched uranium.
Russia announced at the summit
that it will shut down its last pluto
nium production reactor.
Ihe U.S. and Russia signed on
Luesday a long-awaited agreement
under which the former ('old War
rivals each will dispo.se of ,f4 metric
tons of weapons-grade plutonium

M E X IC O (M C T) — Ihe na
tions o f North America said they
will work to eliminate highly en
riched uranium from Mexico’s re
search reactors, an effort to protect
against the proliferation of nuclear
materials, the White House an
nounced Luesday.
Ihe agreement was announced
on the second day of the nucle
ar summit, a centerpiece o f the
Obama administration’s recent
efforts to curb nuclear weapons
and their spread. Highly enriched
uranium is needed to produce a
weapon.
and seek to get rid of additional ma
terial.
“ Ihe initial combined amount,
68 metric tons, represents enough
material for approximately 17,000
nuclear weapons,” said a joint an
nouncement of the agreement signed
by Secretary of State Hillar)’ Rod
ham C'linton and Russian Foreign
Minister Sergei I.avrov. “Both coun
tries aim to begin actual dis(X)sition
by 2018, after the nece.ssary facilities
are completed and operating.”
Russian President Dmitry Med
vedev called the nuclear summit “a
complete success.”
Warren P. Strobel contributed to this
article.
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Twitter 1$ 4 service for friends, family, and co workers
to communicate and stay connected through the
exchange of quick, frequent answers to one simple
question What are you doing?

M C C m CHY-TRIBUNF

Tw itter has em erged as one o f the m ost popular netw orking sites

Jessica Guynn
U )S ANGECKS TIMERS

Iwitter is banking that 140 characters
can turn into advertising gold.
Biz Millions o f Twitter users will
begin .seeing paid adverti.sements apfsear on the site Tuesday as Fwitter at
tempts to wring money from the grow
ing popularity of its .service.
Fwitter is going to allow busines.ses
to place ads next to Fwitter .search re
sults. I.ater this year, Iwitter will place
ads within users’ Iwitter ftx-d that it
says will be relevant to them.
Ihey will be called “Promoted
Iweets” and Best Buy, Red Bull, .S<iny
Pictures and Virgin America will be the
first brands to try them.
FApectations are high for Iwitter,
which raised more than $135 million
in venture funding at a $1 billion valu
ation last year. Ihe company has agt>nized over how best to commercialize
the site without upsetting tens of mil
lions of users.
Ihe company clinchcxl deals with
(itKrgle and Microsiift to put its real
time update's in search rc'sults last year,
lhat brought in enough money to
make Fwitter profitable on an operat
ing basis.
Iwitter is assuming that advertising
will give the company an even bigger
b<M)St.
“.Stubborn insistence on a slow and
thoughtfiil approach to* monetization
— one which puts users first, amplific's
existing value, and generates profit has
frustrate'd some Iwitter watchers,” Biz
.Stone, Fwitter’s co-founder, wn>te on

the company blog.
Ihe company is taking a cautious
approach. Promoted Fweets will de
liver relevant information, and those
that dt) not draw interest from users
will di.sappcar, he said.
“We strongly believe that Promoted
Fweets should be useful to you,” .Stone
said.
How it works: Promoted Fweets
lets brands place short messages at the
top of search result. One ad will re
main at the top o f each page of search
results. Advertisers will be charged on
a cost-per-thousand basis. Iwitter will
also play around with other payment
fK).ssibilities.
“Of all the places Fwitter could in
clude ads, this is the least obtrasive and
the most relevant. People will not des
ert Fwitter for this,” Forrester analyst
josh Ik'rnoff said.
Iwitter has al.so discus.sc*d adding
business accounts with additional fea
tures.
Fwitter’s efforts to make money will
be closely watched. In all, Fwitter hxs
raised more than $150 million. It hircxl
Ali Rowghani as its first chief financial
officer in February. An initial public of
fering is not in the immediate cards as
I witter fiKiises on btxjsting advertising
revenue.
“Belic've me, when your name is
Biz and )’tm’re a co-founder of Fwitter,
it also mc'ans putting yourself at the
mercy of folks like Stephen (Colbert
who hit home runs with lines like, ‘So.
I a.vsume that ‘Biz’ in ‘Biz. .Stone’ dtK-s
not stand for ‘Business Mtxlel.’ “ .Stone
wnrte.
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FDIC prepares a plan to assess higher fees to risky banks
Ronald D. Orol
M A K K K I W A IC II

W ASHINCrrON — Ihc federal
Deposit Insuraiiee C'orp. on ruesday
voted to propose assessing higher fees
on large, risky financial institiitit)ns
and lower fees for some less-risky
small and l)ig hanks (or the agency’s
deposit insurance fund.
“ Ihe intent is to assess risk during
the entire credit cycle,” said I D K ’
( hairman Sheila Bair. “ Ihe proposed
system is fairer and less pro-cyclical
Because it charges for risk when it is
assumed, and it provides incentives
tor institutions to avoid excessive risk
during economic expansions.”
Ihc proposal, which will have
a sixty-day comment period, will
eliminate the F I )K '’s reliance on
credit rating agency scores when
considering a.s.sessmcnts and replace
it, in part, with one that uses a new
methodology that takes into account
whether an institution can withstand
financial stresses as well as whether
each institution’s collapse would he
more or less expensive to the econo
my. I he agency expects that, should
it he approved, the new assessment
Basis would go into effect in the first
quarter of 201 1.
Roughly 100 institutions with
more than $10 Billion in assets will
he considered under the proposed
program, lhat includes nitie hanks
with more than S$0 Billion in as
sets owned By institutions with more
than $500 Billion in assets that would
have even more considerations that

could result in higher fees.
I he new risk-Based methodology
cotnes as lawmakers on Ca[htol Hill
consider legislation that would Basedeposit insurance on an institution’s
total assets, rather than the existing
.system that uses domestic deposits
as its measure. A provision approved
By the House in DecemBer would re
duce the assessments for 9H percent
of financial institutions. But would
raise it for some large Banks that have
a larger percentage of their assets in
securitized financial products and
foreign deposits.
Ihe agency also approved regula
tions extending its unlimited deposit
insurance for Business checking ac
counts By six months through De
cemBer, 2010. Ihe program was .set
up in late 2008 to forestall Busiress
depositors at smaller Banks from
closing their accounts and moving
them to larger institutions as the fi
nancial crisis widened.
ABout 6,400 Banks are currently
participating in the program, which
is known as the lVan.saction Account
(luarantee and guarantees $266 Bil
lion in deposits above the regular,
pre-crisis deposit insurance cap of
$ 2 5 0,000 ft)r each account.
“Small Banks particularly are re
lying on this program to support
rehuilding of earnings and capital,”
.said Diane Fllis, associate director
for the I DK^s Division of Insurance
and Research.
Ihe new proposed risk assessment
ap[iroach wotild still rely on so-called
C'AMl-.l.S ratings performed By each
financial institution’s primary regula

tor, which takes into account a Bank’s
capital, a.sset quality and manage
ment, among other measures.
Ihe agency proposes to comBine
the ( !AM1,1.S ratings wiih its own
finaticial ratios to cre.iie two score
cards for Big Banks tliat the assess
ments would Be Based on.
Ihe I DIC's f'manci.il ratios wouhl
seek to identify risk during gooi.1 eco
nomic times when risk is Being ac
cumulated and make institutions pay
more at that time rather than facitig
large assesstnent iticreases wheti cottditions deteriorate.
“In so doing, they shoitld provide
incetitives for itistitittions to avoid
excessive risk during economic expansiotis,” accorditig to the FDK2
proposal.
One score card would examine
an institution’s ability to withstand
financial and asset-related stres.ses as
well as whether the instititrioti will
Be tnore or le.ss costly to the ecotiomy
if it were to fiiil. Ati institution that
the FDIC] determines would Be more
costly to the markets if it were to fail
would Be assessed a higher amount.
Ihe financial ratios would Be
combined to create an assessment
rate. But the FDIC] would have the
discretion to adjust scores up or
down for factors not included in the
.score cards, enabling the agency to
consider new risky financial instru
ments.
Some small and Big Banks could
have lower a.ssessments than with the
existing .system if the agency consid
ers their actions to Be less risky.
One assessment rate the FDIC]

uses charges Banks Between 12 Basis
points and 45 Basis points. Instead,
the agency propo.ses charging Banks
Between 10 Basis points and 50 Basis
points, whicii would result iti lower
lees (or less-risky Isanks atul higher
fees for high-risk Banks.
With a 10 Basis-point charge on

The intent is to
assess risk
during the
entire
creditcycle.
— Sheila Bair
FUIC] C'liairman

its U.S. deposits, a Bank pays a maxitnum o f 10 cents for every $100 of
domestic deposits; with a 50-Basispoint charge, the Bank would pay
50 cents for every $100 of domestic
deposits.
Ihe agency would have the discre
tion to adjust the charge By 15 Basis
points up or down to “capture risk”
that the score cards don’t capture.
Ihe agency would akso create a
new category of “highly complex
institutions” that have $50 Billion
or more in a.s.sers owned Bv institu
tions with more than $500 Billion in
assets, lhe.se institutions are consid
ered structurally and operationally
complex and pose “unique challenges

and risks.”
Ihese institutions could Be
charged a greater fee depending on
four additional factors, including
how much they rely on short term,
markei-l'ascd funding for their op
erations and their langihle common
equity ratio.
In 2008, two of the Bank failures
were the mega-collapses of Indymac
Bank and Washington .Vltitual Inc.,
Both of which wotild have Been as
sessed higher fees had tliis .system
Been in place during the Build up to
the financial crisis, one FDIC’ staHcr
said.
FDIC] staff said that the agency
may consider comhining this pro
posal with one the agency intro
duced in January that could rec]uire
Banks with riskier pay practices to
pay higher fees to the agency’s insur
ance fund.
jaret SeiBerg, analyst at C]oncept
C]apital in Wa.shington, argues that
this proposal represents a negative
for Big Banks and a positive for small
and mid-sized Banks, fie said that
policymakers will force Bigger Banks
to Bear more of the deposit insurance
Burden, but that the plans will evolve
over the coming months as the FDIC]
considers the proposal.
“Higher assessments will reduce
pre-tax income and could further
strain Big-Bank profitability,” SeiBerg
.said in a report. “On the Hip side,
small and mid-sized Banks could
see their assessment levels drop un
der some of these plans, lhat could
provide some upside to their Bottom
lines.”
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Elvis Costello plays at Cal Poly for first time in 30 years
spanning his entire career as well as
covers ot some oi the first rock ‘n’
roll artists tor his nearly sold-t>ut

John McCullough
M U S T A N C ; D A l l. Y

Flvis Costello commanded the
stage Monday night, playing songs

audience at the Christopher C'ohan
Performing Arts Center (I’AC).

I he sound was nearly deafen
ing, the crowd was moving excitedly, singing and laughing at jokes,
and this was just in the lobby while
people were waiting for the show to
. fr. ,
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begin. Men and women converged
to talk about the rock legend that
many have listened to for more
than three decades.
People lined up to get their
drinks, many of whom were not
getting carded, showing that rock
‘n’ roll does not have an age cap.
C'huck Barber, a San Luis Obispo
resident said he’s seen C'ostello 10
or 11 times.
“He was kind of a jerk when he
was younger. But you know what,?
We all were. I was just out o f high
school when I started listening to
his music and you know what? 1
was kind of an asshole back then
too. I’m 53 this year and part of the
reason people my age love him so
much is we’ve grown up with him,
we’ve matured with him and his
music, ” Barber said.
I he crowd was mostly between
the ages of 30 and 50, one of the
box office attendees said. Some of
the crowd made it a family event.
Allison Agrusa, a 22-year-old wom
an from Grover Beach, Calif, went
with her dad.
“I love F.lvis, I grew up listening
to him because o f my dad,” Agrusa
said. “It’s great he came to (San
Luis O bispo).”
As the lights dimmed in the
lobby, the crowd finished drinks
and filed into the 1,289-seat atiditorium. At 8:15 (A)stello walked
across the stage to the first stand
ing ovation of the night in a threepiece suit, his signature glasses and
a cowboy hat. He bent over, picked
up one of the six guitars he had
onstage and began to play “Blue
Chair” off of his 1986 release,
“Blood and (dioct)late.”
As he began the intrt) for “Blue
Cdiair” an audience member yelled,
“Looking good Llvis."
The dimly lit PA(' cheered as
C'ostello finished the first verse of
the first .sttng. As soon as he started
the second verse, the crt)wd went

silent. All that could be heard was
C'ostello’s guitar and the lyrics ring
ing clearly throughout the entire
room.
After the second song, C'ostello
addressed the crowd for the first
time o f the evening.
“This song is about a man that
tried to rid the world o f alcohol, ”
he said, pausing. “By drinking,” he
finished.
I'his interaction between Cos
tello and the crowd continued
throughout the night. Later, right
before his Billboard lo p 40 hit “Ev
ery Day 1 Write the Book” off o f
his 1983 release “Punch the C^lock,”
C'ostello spoke about how he felt
about the song.
“Here’s a song 1 really used to
hate,” he said. “But then my friend
told me how to sing it properly and
now I really like it.”
For “Every Day 1 Write the
Book” C^ostello belted the song’s
high notes, singing some o f the
loudest vocals of the entire night.
He changed the song’s intensity
and color constantly, just as the
stage’s backdrop color was chang
ing throughout the night, almost
as if to match the feel of the .song.
C'ostello even provided his own
backup singing for the song, mov
ing his mouth back and forth near
the microphone creating an echo.
Near the middle of his set, C?ostello unplugged his guitar and sat
down at the edge of the stage to
play. During the song C'ostello’s
hands touched every inch of the
guitar’s neck, holding chords alim)st as high up as where he was
strumming.
lo r one audience member, a
highlight of the show was Catstelhfs
use of effects to help showcase his
playing ability. Harriet Kaplan, a
48-year-old resident o f Los Angeles
said his guitar playing and singing
sre Costello, page 8
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Costello

Novel loses appeal once
shock value wears out

i i'iimiiifil frotn pai^f 6
rc.ilK stooil out tor her. She h.is
seen C'osiello pla\’ three times be
töre Mondât s show btit had never
seen him play aeotistically.
"I telt he didnt do everything
riglu and hv the hook. It was more
improvisational to me. He tisetl
some ditterent etteets to (add)
tones, texttire and eolor to the mtisie,” Kaplan said, "tlis voice was
strong and passionate."
\nother higliligltt tt>r Ians was
when he introdtieed liis special
gtiest to the crowd, sat down in
one ot the two chairs on stage and
gesttired to himselt. The crowd
laughed at his antics once again
and (a)stcllo broke into another
.song.
As soon as Hostcllo broke into
“Alison" ott his t'irst album, “My
Aim is IVtie," which V H l named
the 80th greatest album of all
time, the crowd erupted once
again in applause. He finished the
song backing away from the mi
crophone to sing to the audience
without amplification once again.
Costello took a slight bow and
walked off the stage to his second
standing ovation of the night.
As Costello came back onstage
alter his final song, he blew a kiss
to the audience, spread open his
arms accepting the audience’s ap
plause and exited the stage. Hie
concert was over, but a couple re
mained standing right in front of
the stage. I d and Crace Kaplan
dro\e from Orinda, (^tlif. to see

^

Reading
Between the
Lines
Melinda Truelsen

COIIRIK-SV pnoro
Elvis C ostello perform ed for a nearly sold-out crowd M onday night
at the C hristopher C ohan Perform ing Arts Center.
him play. They said they would
only do this sort of thing for Cos
tello.
“^X'e've seen hitn somewhere
between 1*S and 20 times,” Crace
Kaplan said. “He just keeps get
ting better every time.”
Crace Kaplan said she liked
the cover songs Ct)stello sang even
more than the originals. Costello’s
someone who really cares about
where his music comes from and
what his music influences as well,
she said. She even compared Cos
tello to the Be.itles.
“Each Beatles song is uniqe but
instantly you recognize it’s th em ,”
she said. “ I he only other person

1 can think of that is like that is
Elvis.”
Ed Kaplan, said he is different
from other rock bands that have
been playing for years like Rolling
Stones or Eed Zeppelin. Ele said
that while C'ostello is putting on a
show for people, he makes his con
nection to every audience special
and different.
“ I here's no bullshit nurments
with Elvis like when Mick Jagger took off his shirt and danced
around. Elvis doesn’t try to act like
he’s a kid still, it’s au thentic,” Ed
said. “It just seems like he loves
what he’s doitig and that’s such a
pleasure to watch.”
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Great Amenities...

Eolita hy Vladimir Nabokov wa.s first
publi.shcd in 195S. Immediately it
became infamous for it.s highly con
troversial content: a middle-.iged
man’s sexual infatuation with a 12year-old girl. Ihis novel certainly
po.ssessed the shock factor to bring it
to the attention of many readers at
the time of its publication, and it has
continued to stay in the limelight.
Idday, over fifty years since its publi
cation, Eolita has become what many
would call a cla.ssic.
With such a reputation behind it,
I began this novel with high expecta
tions. Eor years I’ve heard about this
tale, its innovative form, its captivat
ing subject matter and its ability to
capture the reader. I was sadly disappr)inted. Yes, the novel certainly
is shocking, but that alone w,isn’t
enough to win me over.
Ihe narrator, I fumbert I lumlvrt, is
the key figure of this no\el, but be isn’t
a reliable source. Ihroughout the novel
be gives the reader cause to question bis
retelling of events. B\ doing this, N.ibakov alloNss the re.uler to take a step back
from the narrator, a separation wliieb
nukes judging bis .letions much easier.
I fumlx-rt I lumlxrt retells the s.id
events ot bis youth, and s|xvitically, of
his first love, .Ann.ibel High. Allbongb
he lo\ed diis girl p.ission.itely, while he
UK) was also little more than a v.bild,
their love w.is never consummated. A
turn of events eliminatc-s that jiossibi^ity, and the lost chance is something
that seriously affects our narrator. I fe
d(x-s continue on with his life though;
he bc-eomc's a literature tcMcher and exen
marries, hut he is unable to make thc*se
things List. His marri.ige tails, he ends
up going through a sene's of txld jobs
and we witnevs him wanderin^î aimlc*vsly through life until he merts Dolores
f fa/r.
lX)lorc‘s is the 12-year-old daughter

of the woman whom owns the hou.se
in which Humbert is renting a R K ) m .
While he cannot stand her mother,
the insipid Charlotte, he is prwerfully
drawn to Dolores. ,ScM)n we understand
that this connection is stemming from
his lost love as a yt)ung boy and is mani
festing it in this unrealistic and pedophiliac attraction to this young girl.
Humlx*rt relishes in his attraction
tt) the young Dolores, l.olira, xs her
calls her. f fe loves e*v'er)'thing alx)ut the
young “nymphet” from the fxach fuzz
on her legs to the androgv'tious form of
her developing chest, everv'thing alx)ut
her young htxly attracts him. As we fol
low f lumhert’s account of his attniction
to his Ixrlita, we witne.ss him following
her alx)ut the house, making excuses to
brush .igainst her, hoping for chance
encounters.
What is interesting alx)ut this novel
is Nahakov’s ability to create a character
whose .tetirtns are so despicable, so cor
rupt, but whom we also feel ci»m[xlled
to follow. ,\lth(»ugh we know that we
cant trust this narrator, it is .is thougli
we want to lx‘ led by the hand through
his twisted thoughts. C'ertainly I can
understand how this can lx- }xrcei\ed
.IS quite the controversial novel, how
ever, wh.u I c.innot understand is why
this is pl.iced so often on cl.issics lists.
Yc-s, Nahakov has created an interest
ing dichotomy for his re.uler, hut is the
narrator and the langu.ige so dexelo[xcl
that it sluHild lx- pl.iced .imotig the like's
of .Steinlxck. Austen, and NXiHilfe? No,
I wouldn’t viy so. In terms of literarx’
.ichiexemetit I wouldn’t s.iy that this is
an outstanding sucec'ss. Intere'sting? Yc's.
Incredible? VC'ell, that’s dehatahle. W'hile
this is definitely a lxH»k worth rc'.iding.
I don’t (X'rsonally think it would lx on
any of my top ten lists.
.\kliihlit lh n lsttt is lUi liiiiilish
stiulnit and Mustan\; ¡Xtily Ihh^L’ iolnninisl.
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Now is not the time to be playing Ghandi
Recently, White House represen
tatives have cttmpared President
Obama’s nuclear posture to that
of the Reagan Administration;
President Reagan must he rolling
over in his grave.
Obama has indeed reaffirmed
Reagan’s comm itm ent to “seek
the peace and security of a world
without nuclear weapons.” l)uring his presidency, Reagan
worked toward a reduction in
nuclear stockpiles. He also rec
ognized that America was faced
with the international insta
bility of the Cold War, and he
introduced his “Star Wars” pro
gram prior to taking these actions.
Knd result: the U SSR succumbed
to the pressures of American m ili
tary strength, and we were able to
reduce our nuclear arms supply at
the same time.
President Obama, however, has
taken a large step away from Rea
gan’s successful policies. President
Reagan built America up as a world
leader in defense technology, and
Obama is simply dismantling this
image. Ihe ('old War fortunately is
a thing of the past, but our current
enemies — namely Iran and North
Korea — are stronger than ever. As
a result, weakening our defense sys
tems will not galvanize any positive
change.
If anything, President Obama is
channeling President Carter. At the
height o f the ('old War, President
Carter promised the defense and se
curity of America, yet to the shock
of Americans and to the world, he
cancelled the promising B -l bom b
er program without warning. Dur
ing the four years of his administra
tion, ("arter projected an image o f
weakness while still trying to sug
gest an image of strength.
President Obama possesses the
same errttrs in rea.soning. He fails
to realize that the leaders of these
nations are illogical and irrational.
Ihey hate America with a passion,
and any hint »)f weakness will only

LETTERS

TO T ilt E o n o k

strengthen their resolve. Obama’s
proposed sanctions against these
nations will not solve any prob
lems, and will only make us more
susceptible to attack. As Iranian
President
Ahmadinejad
recon
firmed, “ Ihe more hostile you are,
the stronger an incentive our peo
ple will have.” As we have learned
in the past, these dangerous leaders
do not respond to reason; they re
spond to power.
Ihe new Strategic Arms Re
duction Treaty (STA RT), signed

by President Obama and Russian
President Medvedev, most notably
calls for a 30 percent reduction in
American and Russian nuclear ar
senals over a period of seven years,
as well as a combined reduction
in missile development programs.
Obama’s Nuclear Posture likewise
restricts America from “using nu
clear weapons on any country that
has signed and is abiding by the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty,
even if they attack the U.S. with
chemical or biological weapons.”

lircniliin Prim>lc is tW Utmlish
sophomore atul MustiW\< ¡ioily politicol columnist.

general, but fear allowing our goverment. which has shown itself incapableof running other much simpler
and cheaper programs in an efficient
manner, to nin a pmgram of this
m.ignitudc.

web®
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I hose

who fear new health care
fK)lic>’ fear incompetent government

Tirst off, Td like to jioint otit that
a }X)II conducted by the New limes is
inherently biasexJ. Ihe pa[X-r, while do
ing a great job of highlighting differing
minority opinions, is in gener.il read by
a fairly lilx:ral atidience. I susfX'ct that
those that are dedicated enough read
ers to U>ther answering the jx)ll are the
small subset of the readership that are
ver)' p.issionate alx)tit the issue, intr«)dticing ftirther bias into the jx)ll. Now,
if they acttially intervic*wed random
(xx>ple, the }x*ll holds more merit, but
that's another topic.
Sccttndly, I believe that 1 am among
a lai^e percentage of those opposing
scx'ialized healthcare that do not have
a problem with stxializcti heathcare in

Surely, Obama wants to set an
example, but why do we need to
tell everyone that we will he un
responsive to attack? Ibis is no
time to mimic (jhandi; we are
in the midst of an international
crisis.
President Obama has prom
ised to “preserve all the tools
that are necessary in order to
make sure the American people
are safe and secure.” At the same
time, however, he has blatantly
advertised the fact that we intend
to reduce our military prowess.
Obama seems more concerned
with advancing his nuclear reduc
tion agenda than with discouraging
terrorists and terrorist-sponsoring
countries.
Moreover, if we are setting an
example for other nations to follow'
(as Obama hopes), we are likewise
weakening our allies. (3n Monday
and Tuesday, Obama held a Nuclear
Security Summit with world lead
ers from 47 other nations to “raise
awareness” about terrorist procure
ment of nuclear weapons, and to
encourage countries to “lock down
their nuclear weapons.” We indeed
need to work together to keep nu
clear weapons out of the hands of
terrorists, but it seems counterpro
ductive to concurrently reduce our
defense technology.
If this does not seem crazy
enough, a large number o f liber
als have complained that Obama
is not doing enough to reduce
nuclear arms. I think we can all
agree that we would rather live in
a world without nuclear weapons,
but quite simply, we don’t.
We need to cope with the reali
ties of the world and send a message
to our enemies. America is fighting
a war on terrorism; if anything, we
need to build and maintain our de
fense shield — not deconstruct it.

Rex ('x*nter construction making
workouts incomfortable
I understand that the expansion
will in the long run create a better
workout environment for students.
Hut in the meantime it is currently
extremely hot to work out in. Ihe
few fans on the wall aa- rarely turned
on and do little to ctK)l d«>wn wh.it
little remains of the g\’m. For the
next couple years this is going to fake
to complete, adding more fans and
lowering the tenifx’rature of the air
conditioning (if it exists) would be
ga-atly apprcxiatc-d.
Lhuisay Anne Sim ize
I dtntlscape architecture

I too watched this video and
found it hard to stay for the whole
thing. My initial reaction, like most
people I assume, was anger and dis
gust. However, after thinking about
it for a while I reli/ed that this was
one act of many like it and as bad
as it seems this is war. Ihink back
to the history we know of NX'NX'll.
I here was basically no media com 
ing from the war directly into
the publics eyes. Vet, we see these
things right up front now. Nothing
has changed except our awareness
as a population of death in war. I do
agree that the big issue is our mis
sion goal and that should be evalu-
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write a letter

Mtffitang DaHy reserves the rigW to
edit letters for ^^mmar, profSBiities
qnd length. Letters, commentaries
and cartoons do not represent the
views of the Mustang Daily. Please
Hrrrt length to 250 words. Let
ters should include the writeris fun
name, phone nurrrtDer. major and
class standing. Letters must come
from a Cal Poly e-mail account. Do
not send letters an attachrnent.
Pleese send the text ri the body of
the e-mail.
By e-mail:
rriustangdailyopinicxis®srr>alcom
By mail:
Letters to the Eefitex
Building 26. Room 226
Cal Poly. SLO.CA 93407
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ominé;
ated constantly. If it is necessary to
rTTustaiiadaily.net/lett0fS
be where we are then these images
and movies were now seeing should
The KVistang Deifv staff takes pride
publishing a daily newspa;^ for
be watched with warfare rules in
’
the
Oaf Poty campus and the rielghmind. If we shouldn’t be where we
boring community We appreciate
are then these images and videos
your
readershp and are thankM for
should be looked at as murder.
your carefii rsadng. Please send
— Anonymous
your
correction suggestions to
In response to "W'ikiI.eaks Leaks
rnustarrgdaTyt^grnail.ccm.
Classified War Video"

corrections
h

notices

The Mustang D?^ isa “designated
We don’t have to deploy troops
pttolic
forum.” Student ecWors tiave
to iraq/afghanistan/pakistan to find
full
authority
to make al content deand hold accountable those who
dáoris without censor^?) or adwere responsible for 4/11
i.e.
ntaoce
approve.
the terrorists. Our gtnernment car
TfB Mustang Daiy is a free news-'
ried out the attacks. As troubling as
paper however, the ifemoval of
our current situation seems, it is no
more than one copy of tlie papo^'
different than that endured by the
par day is
to the cost of 50
do/eii or so previous great civiliza ' cents per is^ie.
tions that rose and fell before ours.
S
PK»»niU>ftl
I lopetully our species is able to take
1
.SvSlYMS
away a lesson this time.
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— Anonymous
In response to “W ikiLeaks Leaks
Classified War Video"
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CONDO FOR RENT,
2BR/2.5 Ba, W/D, 2-car gar.
1.5 mi to Poly $1200./mo.
+dep. (408)251-4451
Administrative Secretary,
PT ADM IN S E C R E T A R Y
The Ellison group is seek
ing candidates to fill a
part-time (approx. 12-20
hrs/week).The ideal
candidate must
p o sse ss a minimum of a
high school diploma and
1 year progressive exp. in
an office environment.
Qualifications include
excellent word
processing skills.
Submit resume by email
calistoga2010@hotmail.

One block from Cal Poly
1 bedroom apartment,
utilities included, no pets,
walk to school.
On site shared laundry and
off site parking, email
hcorbett2070@yahoo.com
or call Holly at:
805-550-8637.

BARTENDER
TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn $100-$200/shift. No experience
necessary. International Bartender
School will be back in SLO one
week oniy. Day/Eve. Classes. Job
placement pt. time/full time openings,
limited seating, call today!

$595 Room for Rent Near
Cal Poly Includes private
bathroom and patio
Contact: 805-218-2504

o
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RESALE
■ T reasufos
• Home Decor
• Unique Clothing
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.ft wise person gets shirts
printed at J.Car

SCREENPHINTING
FMBROinERY
GHfctK UTTERS
PROMOTIONAi ITEMS
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www.icftcoastteos.com
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ARE you KIDDING?
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"^Crossword
39 Order to relax

4 City on a bay

40 Perfectly

9 One of the
B ushes

41 Marquee name
42 Publisher of The
New Yorker

HE'S T U S T ^
UHAT'S HARRIS
REPEATlN(ii
DOING? HE
DOESN'T KNOU UHAT HE HEARD
AIMING ABOUT 'ON-SPORTSONTEI?
THIS MORNIN^
BASKETBALL

MORE FRESH FRUIT CHOICES
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1 President before
Jack
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Laptop Repair
www.laptoprepair.com
Student Discount
Fast Turn Around

Announcement

34 Boomerang, in a
way

it

r

'- A

NEED HELP WITH
INTERNET RESEARCH
to find housing in morro bay!
will pay $$$! ANYONE who
can use the internet can
help! call Elaine at 225-1158

Across

fo

mustangdailyclaBsifiedSA^gmail.com

(805) 610-3153

DAY CAMP SEEKS
SUMMER STAFF
San Fernando
Conejo Valleys
$3275 - $3500+
(888)784-CAMP
www.workatcamp.com
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Classifieds Free for
Students! get yours
in the paper now! e-mail
it to our gmail address!
MustangDailyClassifieds
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64 Som e
homecoming
float makers:
Abbr

Down

1 Drug for a
12 Early Atari
poisoning victim
47 Cry of praise
offering
2 Disputed Balkan
50 Guardian spirits
territory
14 Calculus
51
Be
3
Necessarily
calculations
disadvantageous
involve
15 Bone connected
to
4 Skill not
to the supinator
displayed by
55 Reasonably
muscle
asking ‘Have
priced ... or a
you put on
hint to 17-, 19-,
16 90° from sur
weight?"
26-, 34-, 42- and
17 Key building
51 -Across
5 Suffix with buck
support
6 Chicago
19 Across the entire 58 Ex-Runaw ays
exchange, for
guitarist Ford
United States
short
5
9
_______
d'amore
21 Dispatch boat
7 Prove successful
(instrument)
22 Put into words
8 “Save m e ___ "
60 100. in Italy
26 Unable to run
(latecomer’s
61 In the public eye
30 Seconds, at
request)
62 “Horrors!," online 9 Selena
dinner
portrayer,
31 That s __
63 Name registered
familiarly
at many an
32 Leflerman list,
10 Minnesota
escort service
eg.
twins?
11 Cricketer s need
A N S W E R T O P R E V IO U S P U Z Z L E
13 Painter's
undercoat
15 Musically
bouncy
18 String after Q
20 Ark scrolls
23 Prefix with tiller
24"
Tu"(1974
hit)
25 Make an
impression o n ?
27 Penguin's
hangout
28 Obiective
29 Get done
32 Repulsive sort

Puzil« by Gary Slainmahl

33 S alsa brand
34 Word before cow
or crop
35 "Beetle Bailey"
bulldog
36 Tsp. or tbsp.
37 Malady treated
with drops
38 Whole lot
42 A TM. button

43 Simon and
Diamond
44 John Denver's
*___ So n g"
45 Woman with
vows
46 Tennessee
gridders
48 “___ will not!”
49 Never, in
Nogales

52 Literature
Nobelist
Morrison
53 Terrier in
whodunits
54 Classic Pontiac
muscle cars

MEDIUM

#99

S olution, tip s, and com puter program at www.sudoku.com
i- 5--

-

I

55 Try to win
56 Big Blue
57 Dress (up)

For answers, call 1-9(X)-285-5656, $1 49 a minute; or, with a credit
card. 1-8C 0-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years; 1-888-7-ACROSS
AT&T users- Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit
nytimes.com/mobilexword for more information.
Online subscriptions; Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 past
puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords (S39 95 a year)
Share tips nytimes com/wordplay
Crosswords for young solvers: n^imes com/tearning/xwords.

PUZZLE SPONSORSHIP AVAILABLE
CONTACT MUSTANG D/ULY ADVERTISING

(805)756-1143

Whether I’ete is the golden
child or not, he is clearly one of the
best swimmers (^al Poly has ever
seen, and still has a bright future
in store.
“I know for a fact, he has not
reached his peak yet,” Milich said.
“He dropped eight seconds last
year alone in the 400 IM. If he
does that again he’ll be one o f the

Kline
continued front page 12

Kline said aher his swimming ca
reer he hopes to either work in man
agement on a large farm, or for an or
ganic spinach company alongside his
father. Aside from schoolwork and a
flourishing swimming career, Kline is

Kids like Peter come along very
seldom in a coaching career ... he
has always been full o f inaudible
talent and work ethic.
— Kathy Hague
Peter Kline’s first swimming coach

top few in the nation.”
Just missing the mark this year,
Kline anticipates he will achieve
Division I All-American status
next year, as one o f the nations
top eight in the 400 IM. After he
finishes his career at Cal Poly he
will likely continue to train under
coach Milich, in preparation for
his second Olympic trials in 2012.
For now, he continues his re
lentless training regiment with Cal
Poly, and puts his mind to what he
does best — swimming.
“My best state in a race is to stay
with the field the whole time, and
know 1 have something left to kick
at the end,” Kline said. “Ihen I just
black out everything, and do what
I was trained to do.”

just a typical college student with an
easy-going nature.
He thrives in normal college ac
tivities like ultimate-Frisbee, foosball
and flip cup. Klines roommates, who
arc also teammates at Cal Poly, re
cently awarded him the messiest guy
in the house.
Kline leads strongly by example in
swimming practice, but is also said to
be a leader o f goofiness.
“Pete knows when to focus, and
when to joke around,” Milich said.
Brian Gruber, C"al Poly swimming
alumni and team manager said, “Pete
makes long and boring practices fun
because he can’t get in trouble.”
When asked why, he said, “'Cause
he’s the golden child.”

Women’s golf hosts conference championship
MUSTANt; DAll.Y S I A R

RKI'ORl

('al Poly, led by defending
conference individual champion
Stephanie Yocum, will host the Big
West C’onference Women’s Ciolf
Championship, Sunday through
7 ’uesday, at the San Luis Obispo
Country Club.
A year ago, Yocum matched par
72 on the par-72 course. She fin
ished with a nine-over 225 total,
three strokes ahead o f four golfers
who shared second place - Jane
Chin and Patty Chawalitmetha o f
UC Irvine, Chelsea Stelzmiller o f
UC Davis and l.ee Lopez o f Long
Beach State.
Stelzmiller, also a runner-up in
2008, returns to challenge Yocum
for the 2010 individual crown.
Long Beach State captured the
2009 team championship by one
stroke over both U C Irvine and UC
Davis. C.il Poly finished fourth.
Other teams in the womens field
are Cal State Fullerton, Cal State
Northridge and U C Riverside.

Angels
continuedfrom page 12
scia said, "dhere are some things
that happened this week that have
been uncharacteristic o f this team
and some things have continued
to snowball.
"We had two instances o f guys
maybe not doing things on the
basepaths we need (including Ken-

Yocum is averaging 77.7 strokes
per round this season while team
mate Maddy Fletcher leads the Mus
tangs with a 75..3 average and seven
top-10 finishes. Julia Puscheck sports
a 77.4 average with five top-10 fin
ishes.
Yocum has won three tournaments
in her C’al Poly career. In addition to
last year’s Big West Championships,
Yocum has also finished atop the
leaderboard in both the 2008 l^dy
Braveheart Challenge and the 2009
Firestone Grill College Invitational.
Fletcher finished tied for 15th
place in last year’s Big West Champi
onships while Puscheck was 29th.
F,arlier this season. Cal Poly won
the Cal State Bakersfield Spring In
vitational, tied for first place in the
Firestone Grill College Invitational,
and placed second in both the Lady
Aztec Fall Classic and Red Rocks In
vitational.
Ixmg Beach State, which snapped
U C Irvine’s four-year reign as Big
West team champion in 2009, is led
this year by freshman Simone Hocy

with a 76.5 average. Her sister Kim
Hoey tied for seventh in last year’s
Big West finals as a senior.
Alice Kim o f UC^ Davis placed
sixth a year ago and currently sports
a 74.6 average while Hillary Pickard
o f UC Irvine has a 74.7 average and
hopes to improve on her seventhplace finish of a year ago in the Big
West finals.
In the latest Golfweek/Sagarin
polls, UC Davis is ranked No. 33
while UC Irvine is No. 45 and Long
Beach State No. 78. Ihe lone Big
West golfer in the individual top 100
is Joy Trotter o f UC Irvine at No. 92.
She did not compete in last year’s Big
West final but earned second-team
all-conference honors and participat
ed in the NCAA West Regional.
Ih c women’s reigonals will be held
at three sites, including the West Re
gional at the Stanford G olf Course,
from May 6-8, with the four-day
NCAA Women’s G o lf Champion
ship scheduled for May 18-21 at the
Country Club o f Landfall in W ilm
ington, North Carolina.

dry Morales losing track o f the outs
in the second inning Tuesday) and
maybe some pitchers are getting a
little tentative, a little indecisive in
the pitcher-catcher relationship. ...
We're feeling our way through some
things. We have some younger guys
maybe trying to find their way and
some older guys trying to find some
offensive chemistry."
Angels outfielder Torii Hunter
called Scioscia's postgame address

"a pump-up speech" and said the
team just needs to "grind it out"
through this poor start.
"Bad baseball for eight games,"
Hunter said. "There's no need to
really chew anybody out after eight
games. It's disappointing for all o f
us.
"No (I'm not too concerned).
It's only eight games. Come back
after 30, 40 games and if we're 2-28
then I'll be concerned."
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Record-breaking swimmer Peter Kiine strives for more
David Meyers
D M F Y h R S . M n ^ C '. M A l L . C O M

I’etcr Kline has never been the big
gest guy in the pool, but his impact
and results in swimming have been
enormous.
“Kids like Peter come along very
seldom in a coaching career,” said
Kline’s Hrst coach Kathy Hague, who
has coached swimming for over 35
years. “He has always been full of
incredible talent and work ethic, but
was al.so half the size o f the other kids
at his level. ”
In three years, Kline has made
a name as not only one of the best
swimmers in (>al Poly history, but
potentially as one of America’s elite.
Kline’s times currently place him
among the nation’s top 20 in the 400
individual medley (IM ), and he is on
pace to be Cal Poly’s first Division-1
All-American in his senior year. Last
month, competing .solo in the NCAA
finals he was only two seconds shy of
the All-American mark.
“I’ve watched him consistently
progress since he was 1 3 ,” said C’al
Poly swimming and diving head
coach Pom Milich. “In the last two
years he has made a quantum leap
from a very good college swimmer to
a great one, with potential to be one
of the best. ”
An agricultural systems manage
ment junior at ('al Poly, Kline said
he is a 20-year-old trapped in an 18year-old’s body.
“I’ve always been a late bloomer
type of guy,” said Kline laughing.
Nonetheless, Kline’s .swimming

career at C'.al Poly has been monu
mental. l ast year alone, he broke
four school records in individual
events: the 200 IM, the 400 IM and
the 100 and 200 backstroke. Kline
also shares four school records in the
400 and 800 freestyle, and the 200
and 400 medley relays.
Kline comes from a strong swim
ming background. His father played
collegiate water polo, and his sis
ter also came to C"al Poly to swim.
1hough he played the piano until he
was 12, Kline gave up other sports
when he was young, and has focused
on competitive swimming since the
age o f 10 when he joined the Napa
DAVID .MEYt:RS
Valley swim team under coach
MUSTANG
Hague.
D A IIV
Aside from the obvious talent,
A
Kline has long been known
among peers and coaches
for his incredible
work ethic and
*
focus.

W:

ent, but was also attentive, focused, a
very hard worker and always had
a great time in the pool,” Hague
said. “The combination of
these qualities makes the dif
ference in the development
of a champion.”
Hague coached Kline
from the age o f eight to 13
at Napa Valley Swim Club,
where he still holds 15 re
cords.
“He was the smallest one
on the block,” Hague said. “So,
I nicknamed him Mr. Pete to
make him feel big.”
Kline’s family moved to Fresno
when he was 13, where he began to
train under coach Milich at Fresno
High School, who is now Cal
Poly’s head coach.
“1 pretty much
told him if
he didn’t
come
here.
I ’d

“ Pete

hadamaz-

kick his butt,” Milich said. “He has
always swam hard and fast for me, so
our relationship works well.”
Kline had a long awaited growth
spurt his senior year o f high school
which brought him to his current
stature. His father stands 6 foot 5
inches tall, so Kline said he believes
he still has some height to gain.
“He was always one of the small
est kids when he was younger,” Tootie Kline, his mother, said. “But, he
.swam with a big heart.”
Fleart is .something Kline has nev
er been short of.
“Knowing that I’m going to keep
getting better keeps me going,” Kline
said. “I want to reach the point where
I’ve pushed my body to its maximum
limit, and I know I’m not there yet.
Potential drives me.”
Kline’s raw talent coupled with
discipline and work ethic is what
makes him great.
“He puts 150 percent into every
practice,” said roommate and team
mate Chasen Nick. “He’s the only
one who comes close to his personal
records in practice, every time. It’s
insane.”
Ihough swimming has been a
major part o f Kline’s life since he was
a child, it does not consume him. He
is also a very focused student, and
works at the farm shop on campus,
where he fixes tractors.
“I want to make sure to initiate
myself now, into the field I will be
working in for the rest o f my life,”
Kline said. “I like to work with my
hands and fix things.”
see K line, page 11

Angels fall in Yankees’ first home game of the season
TH E ORANGE COUNTY KEGI.STER

knocked over the punch bowl in the
ninth inning.
Ihe Yankees handed out their

N EW YO RK — For most o f the
afternoon, the Angels played their
role as awkward guests at a party not
meant for them, until they nearly

2009 championship rings before
Tuesday’s home opener at Yankee
Stadium then handed the Angels
*
defeat. Only a ninth-inning

Bill Plunkett

grand slam by Bobby Abreu made
the game look clo.se.
The loss was actually a fairly
good East Coast recreation o f the
poor pitching and lack o f clutch hit
ting that made the opening week at
home one o f the worst in franchise

T J à T Î

>

MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE

Hideki Matsui (55)went 0-5 against the Yankees Wednesday afternoon. Last season, Matsui won a world series with New York.

history. Ihe Angels are now 2-6 to
start a sea.son for the first time since
1972.
(iutscored 48 -2 3 in fhe seven
games since opening night and 15-2
in an 11-inning span before Tues
day's ninth, Angels manager Mike
Sciuscià addressed the team after
ward and "bounced a couple things
off them" — his euphemism for a
postgame monologue when things
aren't going well.
Coming as it did eight games
into the season, it might be the
earliest Sciuscià has gone to the ser
mon.
"We tightened some things up,"
he said, declining to question the
team's effort or intensity.
When asked to explain how you
"tighten" up a 2-6 start. Sciuscià
said, "You get the verbal wrench out
and you tighten it up. lh a t's how
you do it.
"We've got all different sizes (of
wrenches), different languages. We
bounced a couple things off them.
We're going to be O K ."
They'll have to turn around
some early-season trends that have
thrown a serious monkey wrench
into the Angels' 2010 plans.
Ih e pitching that was supposed
to be the foundation o f this year's
team has been dreadful. Ihe 5.83
staff ERA is the highest in the
American League. Two more home
runs allowed Tuesday by starter Er-

vin Santana raised the season total
to 14 (also an AL high). Ihe 13
ba.serunners Santana allowed in his
5 2/3 innings included five walks,
part of a nine-walk effort by Angels
pitchers which raised the sea.son to
tal to 35 in eight games.
Offensively, the Angels continue
to struggle in the clutch. Ih ey were
hitless in six at-bats with runners in
scoring position while the Yankees
pulled away to a 7-1 lead through
eight innings. Ihey are batting .258
(16 for 62) with runners in scor
ing position this season but nine
o f those 16 hits came in their two
victories.
" Ihere are definitely some things
we need to clean up about the way
we're playing this past week," Sciosee Angels, page 11
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